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Abstract: Filmmaking is frequently cited as the most collaborative of all arts, yet for the most part, mainstream and 
scholarly literature have received films as the creative voice of just one artist – the director. The reasons for this are 
many: general ignorance of how films are made; the hijacking of film theory by literary theory, and the continuing 
popularity of the myth of the Romantic Artist as solitary genius are some of them. The case for collaborative authorship 
has gained momentum since the 1980s as studies on the production of individual films, actors, production companies and 
the history of the film industry as a whole have proliferated and drawn attention to the disparities between how films are 
perceived and how they are actually made. This article analyses collaboration in film production culture through 
examination of the role of the film editor. Concentrating specifically on the film/sound editor and mixer Walter Murch, it 
examines his role as a collaborative author in his early work with director Francis Ford Coppola and his later work with 
English director Anthony Minghella. 
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Introduction 
ilmmaking is frequently cited as the most collaborative of all arts, yet for the most part, 
mainstream and scholarly literature have received films as the creative voice of just one 
artist – the director. The reasons for this are many: general ignorance by critics, academics 
and audiences of how films are made; the hijacking of film theory by literary theory which saw 
film as an authored text, and the continuing popularity of the myth of the Romantic Artist as 
solitary genius, are some of them. The case for collaborative authorship has gained momentum 
since the 1980s as studies on the production of individual films, actors, production companies 
and the history of the film industry have proliferated and drawn attention to the disparities 
between how films are perceived and how they are actually made. Exactly why this has happened 
is difficult to pinpoint. C. Paul Sellors attributes it in part to better conditions for archival 
research (2010, 129) but it may also be a response to the increasing popularity of graduate film 
studies as a replacement for on-the-job training.  
Reasons aside, the debate has been re-energised as film theorists such as Berys Gaut, Paisley 
Livingstone and C. Paul Sellors work to develop theory which recognises the differences 
between films and literature, and takes into account the overall collaborative nature of film 
production. One productive approach to refining Gaut, Livingstone and Sellors’ concepts is to 
examine them through means of different examples. Martin Stollery does this historically in his 
work on analysing collaboration in British film production in the 1930s (Stollery 2009, 373–
393). A similar though contemporary approach is taken in this article.  
This article begins with an overview of auteurism, its problems of application and discusses 
some alternative theories of authorship. It then looks at the work of the film editor (sound and 
picture) whose work is essentially collaborative and whose contribution to the finished film is 
vital but largely unknown to academics, critics and audiences. The career of an individual – 
film/sound editor and sound mixer, Walter Murch – is then examined in terms of collaboration 
analysis and Gaut, Livingstone and Sellors’ theories. 
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Origins And Legacy Of Auteur Theory 
While it has never been a secret that films are collaborative entities, the obstacles to the 
development of a theory of collaborative authorship are historical and cultural, originating in the 
Romantic image of the artist as solitary creator. This image was a result of late 18th century 
Romantic efforts to rescue the individuality of workers from the dehumanisation of factory work 
during the Industrial Revolution. Still powerful, the image of the solitary creator is a major force 
behind the exploitation of much work in the creative fields from literature to information 
technology (Ross 2008, 39). It offers a comforting explanation for a range of human situations, 
from rejection by society – true geniuses are always rejected in their own lifetimes – to financial 
exploitation – doing it for love not money. 
The concept of the Romantic Artist was grafted onto the Hollywood studio system by auteur 
theory, made popular by Andrew Sarris’s 1962 translation into English of Truffaut’s 1954 
politique des auteurs. Briefly, auteur theory gives creative and authorial control to the director, 
and, in echoes of the Romantic Movement asserts that certain directors were able to transcend the 
factory-like conditions of Hollywood production and imprint their own recognizable artistic 
vision onto films made within the studio system. Sarris argued that a ‘premise of auteur theory is 
the distinguishable personality of the director as a criterion of value,’ (Sarris in Maltby 1996, 31) 
and, as auteurs were identified by ‘technical competence, and stylistic and thematic consistency’, 
some directors and films could be ranked above others (Lieberman and Hegarty 2010, 49). 
Auteur theory has never been able to substantiate its claims and is increasingly accepted as a 
critic’s vehicle. Sarris admits as much in the 1996 edition of The American Cinema: ‘At this late 
date I am prepared to concede that auteurism is and always has been more a tendency than a 
theory, more a mystique than a methodology, more an editorial policy than an aesthetic 
procedure’ (Sarris in Sellors 2010, 132). Sarris was never a theorist, and, as he pointed out in an 
interview with David Sterritt published after Sarris’s death in 2012, ‘what I was really doing all 
this time [in the early auteurist period] was trying to make a living. I was basically a movie 
reviewer’, (Sterritt 2013, 1–3).  
Auteur theory was important in validating film studies as an academic discipline (Haberski 
2001, 281), for, if directors were Artists then film could be Art also. Art also meant created by a 
sole author, which excluded the contribution of others to the creative process. Later theorists of 
the 1970s such as Peter Wollen cemented the concept of sole author by aligning film theory 
closer to literary theory. Wollen asserted that a film was a ‘text’ similar to a literary text and able 
to be ‘read’ through a set of identifiable recurring structures independent of a director’s 
intentions as human author (Maltby 1996, 423). Viewed this way, the production process could 
be seen as impeding the critical understanding of the text: ‘A great many features of films 
analysed have to be dismissed as indecipherable because of ‘noise’ from the producer, the 
cameraman or even the actors’ (Wollen 1969, 104). The result of this discourse was to exclude 
the contribution of technicians or anyone else from the academic debates on film authorship. For 
example, let us compare Walter Murch’s account of the editing of The Conversation directed by 
Francis Ford Coppola in 1974 with auteurist critic Robert Johnson’s analysis in Francis Ford 
Coppola (1977). 
According to Murch, (Koppelman 2008, 34–38).Coppola had written The Conversation with 
Murch in mind to do the sound but Murch also became picture editor (with Richard Chew) when 
Coppola started shooting The Godfather II with fifteen pages of The Conversation screenplay 
still unshot. Trying to restructure the film, Murch could not get it to work until he discovered a 
misreading of actor Frederic Forrest’s line. Instead of, ‘He’d kill us if he got the chance’, Forrest, 
playing ‘the boy’ said, ‘He’d kill us if he got the chance’. Murch realised that the misreading 
provided the required motivation for the boy (and his girlfriend) to kill the director before he 
could kill them and at the same time reveal the protagonist Caul’s blind spot. Suddenly, the film 
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made sense. Coppola liked the solution and The Conversation went on to win the 1974 Palm 
d’Or at Cannes.  
Johnson provides the following interpretation: 
Caul had thought originally that the boy in Union Square said, “He’d kill us if he got the 
chance.” Only after the murder takes place does Caul realise that what the boy said was, 
“He’d kill us if he got the chance.” This crucial misinterpretation is one of the finest 
dramatic ironies in all the films Coppola has directed’ (Johnson 1977, 138). 
Johnson’s analysis implies the misinterpretation was planned by Coppola as an integral part 
of the film’s structure. Not only does this interpretation now appear inaccurate it also seems to 
imply that such an important authorial decision could only have been made by the director. In 
limiting important authorial decisions to the director, Johnson reduces the understanding of the 
potential richness of creative collaboration in production cultures for audiences, critics and 
academics who do not have firsthand experience in filmmaking. 
In all but the smallest films, it is physically impossible for the director to be the sole creator. 
Further, it is the skills of the director’s collaborators, essential in producing the film’s style, 
where style is defined as, ‘the formal system of the film that organizes the film’s techniques 
(such as cinematography, editing, sound) (Bordwell and Thompson 1988, 316), which may be 
the real reason for the success of a film (Carringer 1985, 134). With this in mind let us turn to 
other theories of authorship that may better be able to account for the forms of creative 
collaboration that exist in actual film production.  
Alternatives and the Dynamics of Collaboration 
As an alternative to auteurism, collaborative authorship theories offer a more inclusive concept. 
Philosophers and film theorists such as Gaut ( 2009, 149–172), Livingstone (2009, 299–309), and 
Sellors (2010) are the primary developers of theories that seek to determine what a filmic author 
is and who might be one. While not in complete agreement, all acknowledge the essentially 
collaborative nature of film production. Sellor’s definition of a filmic author which is a 
refinement of Livingstone is the most recent: ‘Filmic author = the agent (or agents) who 
intentionally token(s) a filmic utterance to communicate a meaning’ (2010, 110). 
Authors are those who ‘compose and create meaning’ (Sellors 2010, 112). Auteurism 
conflates the authorial role with the production role of director but the two are not the same. The 
director’s production role is only to control the production. Sellors’ definition of authorship 
allows many contributors, so that the creation and composition of meaning could lie for example 
with the writers, actors, the editors, the producer, or the cinematographer. Sellors, Gaut and 
Livingstone’s theories have room for further refinement as will be discussed in more detail below 
but nevertheless they offer more accurate attribution than auteurism. 
Once the concept of collaborative authorship is accepted, how might it be applied? One 
approach outlined by Janet Staiger is ‘authorship as a sociology of production’ (2003, 40), where 
the production process and the contribution of individual workers in their production roles is 
detailed. Such workers may have more or less agency and coherency and there may well be a 
‘primary’ author – who may or may not be the director. One of Staiger’s criticisms of the 
sociology of production approach is that it still equates authorship with individuality and therein 
is subject to the same problems that beset the authorship-as-origin or -personality approaches of 
auteurism (2003, 42). While acknowledging this, I feel there are advantages to studying 
individuals such as Murch who are employed from the outset as creative contributors to the 
shared vision of the film. Further, following Lieberman and Hegarty’s work on cinematographers 
Gabriel Figueroa and Gregg Toland (2010), such study can reveal particular conflicts and issues 
relevant to the technical production of the film that may not be otherwise revealed. Murch’s 
development of six track surround sound for the mix of Apocalypse Now discussed in more detail 
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below is one example. Before accounting for Murch though, it seems logical to explore the 
position of the film editor within the dynamics of collaborative authorship in the production. 
Accounting for Film Editors 
In attempting to account for the contribution of editors to the film authorship debate, one is 
struck by the disparity between those who make films and those who consume and comment on 
them. The creative contribution of film editors has long been recognised by those who make 
films: film editing has featured in the Academy Awards since 1934; editors frequently receive 
front title credits and essential completion guarantees often stipulate that experienced editors are 
employed to support inexperienced directors (Perkins and Stollery 2004, 9). By comparison, in 
academic and popular literature about films, the creative contribution of technicians, and film and 
sound editors in particular often goes unrecognised. For example, the index of Gomery and 
Pafort-Overduin’s Movie History: A Survey (2011), lists many directors, no film and sound 
editors and one cinematographer (Gregg Toland). 
Unsurprisingly, there have been few full-length works on the relationship between 
technicians and collaborative authorship. Dai Vaughan, writing in 1983 on the working life of 
film editor Stuart McAllister, editor of well-known British wartime documentaries, London Can 
Take It and Listen to Britain found discussions on films McAllister edited did not mention him. 
McAllister’s editing was continually credited to director Humphrey Jennings as in ‘Jennings cuts 
away…’ or ‘Jennings holds a shot …’ etc. (Vaughan 1983, 3). Vaughan concluded that 
McAllister’s absence was not deliberate, but, ‘there was no tradition to draw upon, no corpus of 
received wisdom: simply no way of talking about films which would enable the editor’s work to 
be mentioned’ (Vaughan 1983, 6). 
London Can Take It and Listen to Britain still command attention for their ability to sum up 
the tenet of a particular cultural moment into sounds and images. That even today, editors who 
interpret and form sounds and images into culturally legible narratives are often not recognised 
for their work indicates the complexity of film authorship debate. As Vaughan found, the 
omission of editors may not be deliberate, perhaps the lack of recognition is due to the often 
invisible nature of editing which makes the concept of it difficult to grasp. Editor Stuart Baird 
articulates the problem: 
It all looks so inevitable, so the audience assumes – why should they not? – that was the 
way it was always intended to be. You try to explain that it didn’t look anything like that 
when it was first put together. It all looks so smooth, it all looks like it was in continuity, 
the director intended to go from there to there… (Perkins and Stollery 2004, 12). 
It is not difficult to see why auteurist studies tend to include editing in the artistic province 
of the director. Apart from the difficulty of grasping the concept of editing, as Vaughan found, 
the contribution of the editor is difficult to articulate. Perhaps the first step to understanding the 
contribution of the editor in terms of collaborative authorship is to outline what the film and 
sound editor does. Walter Murch divides the editorial process into three strands. First, there is the 
organisation of the footage – liasing with the laboratory, getting it into whatever editing system is 
used, logging it and then getting it out the other end when the film is completed, in other words, 
managing the film inventory. Second, is the ‘performance’ of editing, selecting the takes with the 
correct line readings, intuiting what cuts with what and for how long. This is ‘tone or touch’. 
Third, is the structure, determining what ‘chapters’ of the story go where in order for the overall 
meaning to be clear (Koppelman 2008, 205–206). In order to understand the nuances of editorial 
process in a collaborative context as well as the editor as an individual collaborative author, it is 
useful now to look at the career of an individual editor, Walter Murch. 
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Murch and American Zoetrope 
Walter Murch is primarily known for his work as a sound/mixer and film editor with director 
Francis Ford Coppola (particularly The Conversation (1974), The Godfather trilogy (1972, 1974, 
1990), and Apocalypse Now (1979)) but also with director Anthony Minghella (particularly The 
English Patient (1996), The Talented Mr Ripley (1999) and Cold Mountain (2003)). 
Perhaps the best way of understanding Murch as a collaborative author is to view his career 
in terms of agency and a coherency of identity. Murch was never a product of the Hollywood 
studio system. He graduated from film school at the University of Southern California in 1967 
with George Lucas. Although the studio system was in the final stages of being dismantled, 
union practices were restrictive and jobs were hard to get so he jumped at the chance to join 
Francis Ford Coppola’s American Zoetrope in 1969. His first feature work was the sound edit 
and mix of The Rain People (1969). Zoetrope aimed to reproduce the lifestyle and collaborative 
style of film-school filmmaking. It offered its members chances to write, direct and produce 
studio-funded films but without studio hierarchies, traditional methods and job demarcation. This 
kind of freedom allowed Murch to experiment with sound in ways that would not have been 
allowed in the studio system. On THX 1138 (1970) and later American Graffiti (1973), Murch 
and Lucas devised a soundtrack that ‘was primarily sound effects based – the music would 
operate like sound effects and the sound effects would operate like music’ (Lucas in Ondaatje 
2002, 19). Murch’s ‘crossover’ into film editing on Coppola’s The Conversation appears to have 
been a product of the collaborative working processes at Zoetrope. Coppola who was starting 
pre-production for The Godfather II asked Murch to picture and sound edit (with Richard Chew) 
The Conversation in his absence. ‘Francis told us that if we thought of anything that wasn’t on 
the list we had, we should just go ahead and try it out without bothering him’ (Murch in 
Koppelman 2008, 34). Murch credits these experiences with giving him confidence to pursue his 
own ideas (Murch in Ondaatje 2002, 266). Murch was subsequently nominated for an Academy 
Award for Sound and won a BAFTA award for Editing The Conversation. 
Martin Stollery uses Raymond Williams’ work on cultural formations to discuss alternative 
modes of production and exhibition that formed part of the British film industry in the 1930s 
(Stollery 2009, 374) but Williams is equally instructive in understanding the importance of 
American Zoetrope to the American film industry. American Zoetrope fits Williams’ definition 
of a modern cultural formation, firstly, by its internal structure, ‘our idea was to have an 
egalitarian studio’ with modernist attitudes towards technology (Murch interview with Anne 
Coates, http://filmsound.org/murch/coates.htm.), and secondly, by ‘the proposed and actual 
relations with all those beyond the group’ (Williams 1981, 69). Zoetrope’s external relations in 
regard to Hollywood fit into Williams’ alternative cultural formation where a group seeks ‘the 
provision of alternative facilities for the production, exhibition or publication of certain types of 
work, where it is believed that the existing institutions exclude or tend to exclude these’ 
(Williams 1981, 70). While it seems probable that Zoetrope never directly opposed the 
Hollywood studios because they were financially dependent on them, Zoetrope’s very existence 
and mode of egalitarian operation implied opposition ‘to the established institutions, or more 
generally to the conditions within which these exist’ (Williams 1981, 70). 
In the late 1960s, Hollywood was looking for new modes of production to replace the studio 
system. Warner Brothers funded Zoetrope as an experiment, a possible ‘new way’ following the 
success of the independent location film Easy Rider (1969). According to Murch, Warners was 
so dismayed by Zoetrope’s first production, TBX 1138, they cancelled the remaining scheduled 
films. Coppola directed The Godfather to save Zoetrope and The Godfather’s subsequent success 
afforded Murch his opportunity to edit The Conversation. (Koppelman 2008, 34). American 
Zoetrope occupies a unique place in American film production history. The huge success of The 
Godfather trilogy guaranteed Zoetrope’s future and it continues to be ‘known for orchestrating 
alternative approaches to filmmaking and challenging stale Hollywood standards’ 
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(http://www.zoetrope.com/). It is what Williams’ called a ‘specialist formation’ as it ‘sustain[ed] 
and promot[ed] work in a particular medium or branch of an art’ (semi-independent film 
production), and it ‘fit[ted] easily into the familiar category of an open or plural society’ 
(Williams 1981, 71). Zoetrope’s films were distributed by the studios and their success meant 
subsequent production and employment opportunities in Hollywood for its members such as 
Murch who edited the studio picture Julia (1977) with director Fred Zinnemann. 
Murch and Technology 
From the beginning, Zoetrope’s mission was about ‘creative, fast, and economic approaches to 
film…constantly embracing new technology [and] pioneering unconventional filmmaking 
techniques’ (http://www.zoetrope.com/). Working with Zoetrope meant that Murch was on the 
cutting edge of technological developments in postproduction. Murch mixed The Rain People 
(1969) on a KEM which Coppola imported from Germany, and, as early as 1968, Coppola, Lucas 
and Murch investigated using computer-controlled editing – a CMX film-editing computer. They 
proposed using a more developed CMX system to edit parts of The Godfather in 1972, but the 
studio rejected the concept as too expensive and unreliable (Koppelman 2008, 53). Murch’s 
interest in computer editing continued with Avid systems and aroused a lot of interest when he 
then switched to Apple and edited Cold Mountain (2003) on Apple’s Final Cut Pro software that 
cost less that $1000 on an off-the-shelf Power Mac G4. 
Murch’s technical achievements are best known in sound postproduction. In order to mix 
Apocalypse Now in quadraphonic sound, Murch designed a six track surround-sound format, 
which became the Dolby 5.1 standard. Describing his role as a ‘sound designer,’ Murch 
envisaged a fuller integration of sound in film conception, with the sound designer having 
‘overall responsibility for the soundtrack from pre-production through to the final mix’ (Sider 
2003, 5). Sider points out that Murch’s concept of sound designer never really succeeded with 
only Murch (usually working as film editor and sound designer) and a few others working on 
high-end films able to control the soundtrack the way Murch envisaged. That Murch continues to 
realise his concept of sound designer reveals the degree of agency he is able to exercise over his 
employment conditions. He continues to embrace and experiment with new technology which 
has become an important part of his identity. 
Murch’s agency and coherence are further supported and enhanced by his high public 
profile. He gives lectures and interviews, has a visible Internet presence and writes about sound 
for popular audiences. As a public ‘go-to’ figure on computer editing technology, he uses his 
profile to push provocatively for more research and development by software companies such as 
Apple into improved computer editing. As his public profile has increased, his science-based 
philosophies often originating from his observations on sound and film editing have gained a 
wider humanities-focused audience, so much so that he was a guest at the Chicago Humanities 
Festival in 2011. 
Murch’s publications are directed towards general audiences interested in film. His book on 
film editing, In the Blink of an Eye (2001) and two subsequent books about his editing practice, 
The Conversations: Walter Murch and the Art of Editing Film by Michael Ondaatje (2002) and 
Behind the Seen: How Walter Murch Edited Cold Mountain Using Apple’s Final Cut Pro and 
What this Means for Cinema by Charles Koppelman (2008) contain insights on postproduction 
processes, technological change in regard to film and sound and the challenges and potential of 
digital sound and computerization. And, while they exist because of Murch’s unique profile, they 
focus on the overall collaborative process of filmmaking in general and postproduction in 
particular. 
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Murch and Collaboration 
A study of Murch as an individual technician raises methodological questions relating to 
collaboration and collaborative authorship. How for instance can collaboration and collaborative 
authorship be measured and assessed when each collaborator and each collaboration is different? 
Murch, in his writing and interviews and as observed by others reveals a complex working 
persona, ‘he likes to catalog, list and order’ (Minghella in Koppelman 2008, 198), but he works 
standing up because ‘editing is a kind of dance – the finished film is a kind of crystallised dance 
– and when have you ever seen a dancer sitting down to dance?’ (Murch 2001, 45). He has 
developed methods to maximize randomness and chance and minimize the ‘only getting what 
you ask for’ effect of non-linear systems, because ‘you may not be able to articulate what you 
want but you can recognise it when you see it’ (Murch 2001, 46). His idiosyncratic observations 
are contained within the pragmatic knowledge of what is required of the professional film editor: 
‘patience and the ability to work long hours while somehow maintaining a fresh approach to the 
material. Diplomacy and a sensitivity to the personal relations in the editing room as well as on 
the screen. An ability to withstand the sometimes financially rough seas of the freelance life’ 
(Murch 2009, 60). 
Murch’s writing and interviews reveal a vivid awareness of issues of collaboration and 
collaborative authorship. For instance, in discussing approaches to filmmaking he recognises the 
need for a central organising vision provided by the director but is not constrained by it: 
A talented director lays out opportunities that can be seized by other people – by other 
heads of departments, and by the actors, who are in effect heads of their own 
departments. This is the real function of the director… And then to protect that 
communal vision by accepting or rejecting certain contributions. The director is the 
immune system of the film (Murch in Ondaatje 2008, 28). 
For Murch, the director and the editor have different functions but with the same goal of 
drawing out the director’s vision, which, in the process changes to become a collective vision. He 
likens the director/editor relationship to ‘dreaming in pairs’, one dreaming, the other listening 
where ‘the relationship oscillates back and forth during the course of the project, the numerator 
becoming the denominator and vice versa’ (Murch 2001, 26). 
Murch’s success, six nominations and four Academy Award wins for sound mixing and 
picture editing, and his high profile allow him creative agency in areas enjoyed by few other 
editors. For example, he sees his involvement on a film as beginning with offering script notes to 
the director before shooting, a situation welcomed by Minghella on Cold Mountain (Koppelman 
2008, 126), but normally outside the role of the editor. Murch’s script notes anticipate Berys 
Gaut’s discussion of ‘the degree to which different collaborators are in agreement over the aims 
of the film and their role within its production’ (Gaut 2009, 164). Gaut suggests disagreements 
between collaborators may lead to the production of ‘contradictory texts’ (Gaut 2009, 165). 
Sellors notes that production of contradictory texts is unusual, and indicates an alternate force at 
work, what Sellors following from John Searle calls a ‘notion of collective intention’ (Sellors 
2010, 122). Essentially, this is the co-operative desire created by a group working together to 
perform well as success will benefit everyone. Murch describes this process as a product of the 
unconscious: ‘somehow just being in the same place, causes people of very different natures to 
start to spontaneously align themselves, like iron filings onto a magnet’ (Murch in Ondaatje 
2002, 307). 
Even with the same goal, intentions and realisations, collaborators may differ. In film 
postproduction in particular, ‘films are open to revision and refinement… Intentions may be 
understood differently by different collaborators, and are not fully articulated in all their detail 
until postproduction is complete’ (Stollery 2009, 380). Minghella recalls such a situation during 
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The English Patient when Murch disregarded Minghella and composer Gabriel Yared’s carefully 
conceived rules for music placement: 
He [Murch] then … laid in cues, apparently randomly… often not listening to the entire 
piece, and certainly paying no attention to the map I had outlined. The results were often 
startling, always provocative.  
This was one of the occasions where one or both of us have left the cutting room with 
emotions running at danger point. And yet the finished version of the movie reflects as 
much of Walter’s sense of how the score should sound as it does mine or Gabriel’s’ 
(Minghella in Ondaatje 2002, 274). 
One of the problems in collaborative authorship theory is, can anyone claim authorship? 
Does authorship include as Paisley Livingstone puts it, ‘anyone who plays any sort of causal role 
in endowing a film with any of its properties?’ (Livingstone 2009, 300). Sellors’ solution 
distinguishes between those who make meaning – the authorial collective – and those who 
manifest the work – the production collective. He gives the example of a camera operator who 
works to a professional standard but does not contribute to the film’s meaning (even though his 
work may represent it), compared to a sound recordist who records the sound badly because it 
will add to the film’s meaning. Here, the operator would not be part of the authorial collective 
but the recordist would (Sellors 2010, 125). Stollery takes issue with Sellors’ presumption that 
‘professional standards are inherently limiting’ when ‘individuality and uniqueness…can be 
inherent within technician’s core work rather than…seen as qualities that are necessarily opposed 
to it’, (Stollery 2009, 385). This concept is also supported by Bordwell who argues that 
standardisation need not be ‘the routine repetition of clichéd techniques given the flexibility of 
stylistic norms’, (Bordwell, Staiger and Thompson 1988, 6). This notion can certainly be applied 
to Murch, much of whose work in constructing a film is extremely subtle, for example: ‘cutting 
tight on a line emphasizes the content of the line – the words. Cutting a beat or two later will 
allow the audience to focus their attention on the eyes of the character, to see what he or she 
really thought about what was said’ (Murch in Ondaatje 2002, 279). 
A further criticism that Stollery makes of Sellors that is relevant to Murch is Sellors’ 
emphasis of meaning over other modes of expression. Stollery’s example is an action sequence 
whose purpose may be to thrill rather than add meaning, but is no less a creative contribution for 
it (Stollery 2009, 386). The complex and powerful opening battle scene in Cold Mountain, which 
serves to thrill the audience and pull them into the film, is a good example. Stollery argues that in 
prioritising meaning, stylistic aspects of the film such as editing, music, and sound effects are apt 
to be undervalued or ignored. While these aspects add to the overall meaning of a film they 
should also be valued of themselves. Again this argument is echoed by Bordwell who calls for ‘a 
criticism attentive to “perceptibility”[which] does not discard meaning altogether but ranges it 
among the film’s effects’ (Bordwell 1989, 265). 
Conclusion 
A study of Murch’s work is illuminating on a number of fronts. As a public voice for sound, an 
innovator, and a pioneer of new techniques, his career has been highly visible. It is through that 
visibility that we are able to access his other work as a film/sound editor and mixer. It can be 
argued that Murch’s postproduction work does not have an obvious visual or aural signature – he 
would be the first to say that his aim is to serve the film – and the effect of his work is often 
subliminal, but approaching it through the theoretical paradigm of collaboration and collective 
authorship allows us to ‘see’ it, and to understand the construction of cinema ‘poetics’ such as 
editing, music, and sound effects that contribute to the entire affect of a film. 
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While auteur theory remains a convenient shorthand, continued insistence on single 
authorship of films by scholars and critics weakens productive research into other contemporary 
and historical aspects of the film production process. Theories of authorship are refined by 
detailed analyses of individual technicians and the production cultures they work within and 
likewise work on individual technicians and production cultures is enriched by theoretical 
authorship debates. Work on individual technicians also throws light on degrees of agency and 
questions of identity, as well as particular conflicts and issues relevant to specific time and place. 
In addition, such study raises issues that are pertinent to contemporary culture and working life in 
other spheres, embracing issues such as the implications of freelance working cultures, the value 
of craft skills, and the effects of technology on workers. It is through studies such as this one 
which investigate the dynamics of collaboration in film production cultures and the individuals 
who create and contribute within them that we are able to reach deeper cultural understanding. 
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